P7900  PSYCHO A GO-GO!  (USA, 1965)  
(Other titles: Blood of ghastly horror; Echo of terror; The fiend with the electronic brain; Man with the synthetic brain)

Credits: director, Al Adamson; writers, Chris Martino, Mark Eden.
Summary: Horror film set in contemporary Los Angeles. A group of jewel thieves led by Vito (Felice), hide their loot in a pickup truck. The daughter of trucker David Clarke (Duncan) finds the jewelry and conceals it in her new doll. Confronted by the gang, Clarke is unable to tell them where the jewels are. Vito sends Joe Corey (Morton), a Vietnam veteran whose mind has been damaged by a device implanted by Dr. Vanard (Carradine), to kidnap Clarke’s wife Linda (Robbins). Corey abducts Clarke’s wife and daughter, murdering a go-go dancer along the way. The prisoners are taken to a deserted farmhouse. Corey and a henchman fight over the right to rape Linda, allowing Linda and her daughter to escape. David comes to the rescue of his family. Corey is killed and the family reunited.
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